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Collections and Hobbies: FARM TOY SCENE 

 
STATE FAIR ENTRY:  No 
 

EXHIBIT BY: All * items must come to project judging. 
 
Division 
Beginner (grades 3 - 5) 
Intermediate (grades 6 - 8) 
Advanced (grades 9 - 12) 

 
Project Book 
FT&CT-10/13 
FT&CT-10/13 
FT&CT-10/13 

 
Record Sheet 
FT&CT-RS-12/10* 
FT&CT-RS-12/10* 
FT&CT-RS-12/10* 

 
NOTE: There are no activities to complete. 

 

JUDGING TIME:  Friday, July 16 at 9:00 a.m.  Check in your project on Friday, July 16 between 7:30 am 
and 8:45 a.m.   

 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
This project and exhibit is designed to motivate and interest young people in modeling a custom built farm 
toy and construction toy display. The 4-H member will create a realistic setting around manufactured or 
custom built farm or construction toys. Modeling is very personal and involves much imagination; 
members are encouraged to display their many artistic abilities in this project. 
 

EXHIBIT: 
General Rules: 
1. Projects will be judged by Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced divisions. 
2. Each member may choose to exhibit in the Farm or the Construction Toy Scene category, but not 

both in a single year. 
3. Entries in the Farm and Construction Toy Scene categories will be judged separately. 
4. Exhibit your display according to the guidelines listed. 
5. Complete the project record sheet and turn it in with your project at the 4-H Fair. 
6. Exhibits will be judged according to the following criteria:  artistic arrangement of exhibit; detail of 

exhibit; and realistic setting around toys. 
7. Farm and Construction Toy displays can be modeled in 1/64, or 1/16, or any other scale desired. 
8. Farm or Construction Toys can be obtained at farm equipment dealers, department stores, farm 

stores, and farm toy shows. Farm toy shows will probably offer the largest selection of toys. 
9. Landscape supplies can be obtained at hobby shops, craft supply stores, and items can be found in 

your back yard. 
10. Every effort will be made to keep your exhibit safe, but the Carroll Co. 4-H Exhibit Board is not 

responsible for lost or damaged items from your project. 
11. Members must display a new exhibit each year.  You are not allowed to bring a previous exhibit. 
12. Your project may be covered for transportation purposes.  The cover must be off during judging.  The 

cover may be put on after judging is complete and may remain on for the duration of the fair. 
 
Farm Toy Scene Fair Exhibit 
Beginner (grades 3-5) Farm Scene display must be 20" x 20". Display must be built on rigid wood 

(plywood). This division will be limited to field tilling/planting equipment (toy plows, 
disc/tiller, planter, tractor, cultivator).Scenery items may be chosen from the following list: 
roads, lanes, trees, light poles with wires, fence rows, and a back drop may be used to 
set off field or fields. Points will be deducted for each item included in the exhibit that is 
not listed above. 

Intermediate (grades 6-8) Farm Scene display must be 24" x 36". Display must be built on rigid wood 
(plywood). This division will be limited to any type of field work (tilling, planting or crop 
harvesting). Equipment may include any of the following:  disc/tiller, plow (any type), 
planter, tractor, cultivator, combine, sprayers, grain wagon/cart, truck, hay baling 
equipment, hay wagon. Scenery items may be chosen from the following list: roads, 
lanes, trees, fields, fence rows, light poles, back drop, and animals may be used. Points 
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will be deducted for each item included in the exhibit that is not listed above. 
 

Advanced (grades 9-12) Farm Scene display must be 36" x 36".  Display must be built on rigid wood 
(plywood).  This division is open to create any type of farm.  Example:  Farmstead 
(buildings, grain handling equipment, field work, harvesting) or Farm Equipment Stores. 
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